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PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
Asphalt as an art form on the
world’s greatest driving roads

TWILIGHT ZONE
Meet the digital Dalí with
a fixation on Porsche

MAN OF THE CLOTH
Massimo Osti – high priest
of fashion innovation

PAUL
SMITH

The iconic British designer relives past
loves with the Porsche 911

A Porsche Post production
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hey say you never stop
learning, and following on
from the inaugural issue of
Marque 9, I tend to agree. Since
then, I’ve been enlightened by
your suggestions, taking me
deeper into the Porsche universe.
So much so, that two features
in this second issue – Curves
magazine and the hunt for
James Dean’s 550 Spyder –
come via PCGB members.
It’s something of an exclusive
to have international man of
style and all-round nice guy
Sir Paul Smith as our cover star.
It has been a personal mission to
quiz Sir Paul on his Porsche
history and appreciation of the
marque and, to be honest, I’m
not sure there are many who
would take time out from
running a global fashion brand
to chew the fat, so a Marque 9
thumbs up there. Still on the
fashion front, we have another
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personal hero in the form of
legendary clothing engineer
Massimo Osti. Fashion may be
transient, but his impact and
approach resonate to this day.
Back on four wheels, if you’re
seeking further immersion in
Porsche history then
000 Magazine will take you to
previously undiscovered places.
And if you fancy meeting fellow
Porsche enthusiasts then the
worlds of designer Chris
Labrooy and winemaker Henry
Laithwaite are well worth a visit.
I hope this second edition of
Marque 9 leads you to new
places and experiences, in the
same way that PCGB members
have taken me on some
fascinating journeys. So do feel
free to contact me with further
inspiration going forward.

Julian Milnes
julian@archantdialogue.co.uk
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RENA
ISSA
NCE
MAN
Innovator, inventor, engineer – Italian designer
Massimo Osti defied the conventions of fashion

PICS: MASSIMO OSTI ARCHIVE
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ou may not have heard of Massimo Osti, but the
chances are you own an item of clothing he inspired.
Voted the most influential designer of the 1990s by
menswear magazine Arena Homme Plus, Bologna-born
Massimo shunned catwalks and publicity campaigns,
concentrating on technical innovations and producing
clothes. More than a decade after his death in 2005 at
the age of 59, his innovative ideas remain as fresh and
pertinent as ever.
“Fashion has never been the same since him and we all
wear clothing that contains something of which he had
already thought,” says Franca Sozzani, former editor of
Vogue Italia. British fashion legend Sir Paul Smith agrees:
“Massimo’s work has always been outstanding since the

beginning of his career. The most impressive thing is the
continuity of his work and high quality of his clothes.”
The creative force behind iconic brands C.P. Company,
founded in 1975, and Stone Island, established in 1982,
along with later signature work via Massimo Osti
Production and Left Hand, Massimo was a fashion
designer like no other. Rather than maintaining a strict
bond with trends, instead he considered himself as a
designer of functional and comfortable “clothing objects”.
He took inspiration from classic workwear, along
with technical and military uniforms – German, English,
Japanese, Russian and American. No detail went unnoticed
and each piece produced was a result of cross-fertilisation,
invention and experimentation.
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“He was inspired by
military uniforms and
classic workwear”

In this way, the field jacket, as designed by Massimo,
borrowed ideas from clothing worn by WWII US
paratroopers and from workers’ jackets, mixing together
different characteristics to evolve into something
completely new.
His Sahariana was born out of the jacket used by Italian
police in the African desert, and was also inspired by
British Army officers’ uniforms. Raincoats and overcoats
combined and mixed materials and functions.
Massimo’s design process was unique and went beyond
the need for technical drawings. Instead, photocopies of
details such as pockets, sleeves, collars, stitching and zips,
plus a combination of garments from his vast archive,
sample fabrics and a few pins would come together to
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MASSIMO’S
TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS
Velvet Wool
Rubber Wool
Rubber Flax
Ice Jacket – employs liquid
crystal-based fabric
Reflective Jacket – uses
small spheres of glass
between its fibres
Micro – thermopressed nylon
and microfibres
Thermojoint – bonded
PVC/cotton
Technowool – bonded
wool/nylon
Tela Stella – canvas with
acrylic resin
Raso Ray – polyurethane-coated
cotton
JJ23 – PVC-coated cotton
Raso Gommato – rubber-coated satin

create a 3D model. Each clothing type – jackets, trousers,
coats – had its own design station. The end result was
sufficiently ‘legible’ to be taken directly to the pattern
cutter, who would create a prototype.
Then there were his technical innovations. Massimo
pioneered the “tinto in capo” process, a new evolution
of garment dyeing. This innovation involved a finished
item of clothing made up of several different materials
– cotton, wool, nylon, rubber and leather – being dyed
in a single bath of colour, which resulted in a subtle
tone-on-tone effect.
He also invented various unique fabrics and subsequent
garment manifestations. If a material wasn’t available
that matched his vision, he would create it, adding yet
another unique layer to his creations.
Massimo said: “If you don’t experiment, you don’t
discover. If you don’t conduct research you always arrive
after the others. The only impulse which justifies the efforts
undertaken over the years, in a constant cycle, is passion.”
Background and images taken from Ideas From Massimo Osti,
available from massimoosti.com
Massimo Osti (below) took
inspiration from many sources.
The name Stone Island came
via a Joseph Conrad novel while
photocopied details (previous
pages) fed into designs for
Left Hand and C.P. Company

